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Abstract
The quasi-static plastic collapse of thin-walled frusta is determined for combined shear and out-of-plane compression. Experiments
and ﬁnite element calculations are conducted on conical metallic frusta with semi-included cone angles of 30o and 451 to determine the
shear collapse response. Additional ﬁnite element predictions are given for compressive loading, and for combined shear-compressive
loading. The dependence of strength and energy absorption upon geometry is explored. The predicted response of an array of conical
frusta is used to give the overall response of an egg-box material sandwiched between rigid face sheets. Scaling laws are determined for
the stiffness and strength as a function of relative density of the egg-box material.
r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There is a continued need to develop crashworthy
structures for transport applications. Energy absorbers
include thin-walled tubes, shells and metallic foams; they
are usually designed for predominantly compressive loading and function by converting kinetic energy into
irreversible plastic work. Ideally, they should possess
additional functions such as sound and vibration absorption, and provide local stiffening to increase the frequency
of natural modes of vibration (such as for the pillars and
struts of an automobile chassis). A challenging opportunity
exists in developing and optimising new types of energy
absorbing system.
The deformation and energy absorbing characteristics of
thin-walled tubes, frusta and metallic foams under axial
compressive loading have been extensively studied; see for
example [1–4]. Typically, energy is absorbed by the
activation of plastic hinges and the amount of energy
absorbed is a function of the material properties, rate of
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loading, shape of the energy absorber and of the resulting
collapse mechanism. This relationship is summarised
for different energy absorbers and types of loading in
the review papers of Reid [5] and Alghamdi [6], and in the
recent book by Ashby et al. [4]. Consider, for example, the
bending collapse of thin-walled tubes as addressed by
Mamalis et al. [7] and Kecman [8]. For tubes of circular
cross-section, a critical diameter-to-thickness ratio exists
for which the energy absorbing capacity of the tube is a
minimum [7]. Recently, Chen et al. [9] have analysed the
bending collapse of sandwich beams with a metallic foam
core. The dominant mode of collapse by face yield,
indentation or core shear was found to depend upon the
ratio of face sheet to core thickness, and upon the ratio of
core thickness to span of the beam [9].
It is clear from a search of the literature that the response
of energy absorbing systems to shear loading and
combined compressive-shear loading has received little
attention. This is somewhat surprising, as the cores of
sandwich structures are commonly loaded in shear. The
buckling of circular cylindrical shells subjected to transverse shear has been investigated by Galletly and Blachut
[10], Matsuura et al. [11] and Athiannan and Palaninathan
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[12]. In the current paper the deformation and energy
absorbing characteristics of conical frusta subjected to
shear loading are determined, and the results are used
to predict the collapse response of an egg-box material to
shear loading. The energy absorption of conical frusta and
egg-box panels subjected to uniaxial compression has
recently been determined by Deshpande and Fleck [13]
and Zupan et al. [14]. Three collapse modes were identiﬁed
depending upon the imposed constraints: (i) travelling
hinge mechanism for a constrained egg-box panel with no
face sheets, (ii) inversion of the truncated cone followed by
axisymmetric plastic buckling when the egg-box panel is
unconstrained laterally and has no face sheets, and (iii)
axisymmetric plastic buckling of an egg-box panel with
bonded face sheets, such that lateral straining is prevented.
The experimental and ﬁnite element results of Zupan et al.
[14] and the theoretical results of Deshpande and Fleck [13]
showed that the energy absorption per unit volume of eggbox panels under uniaxial compression exceeds that of
metallic foams, and the travelling hinge mechanism gives
the highest energy absorption.
In this study, the collapse response and energy absorbing
characteristics of a conical frustum subjected to transverse
shear are examined. A sketch of a typical conical frustum is
given in Fig. 1. The frustum has top and base diameters of
2a and 2b, respectively, a height h, wall thickness t, and
cone angle o, as deﬁned in the ﬁgure. The top and bottom
faces of the frusta are subjected to a relative shear
displacement u1; the work-conjugate shear force S is
determined experimentally and by the ﬁnite element
method, for two cone angles (o ¼ 451 and 601) and for
two wall thicknesses (t ¼ 0.3 and 0.5 mm). The ﬁnite
element method is used to explore the sensitivity of the
collapse response to geometry, and to predict the combined
shear and collapse response of an egg-box material
consisting of a square array of conical frusta.

u3, F

2. Shear collapse experiments
2.1. Test material and experimental procedure
A series of shear collapse experiments has been
conducted on conical frusta. The frusta were made from
brass (composition 60% copper, 40% zinc by weight) for
ease of manufacture and for its high ductility. The uniaxial
stress versus strain response of the as-received brass was
measured at a strain rate of 103 s1 using a dog-bone
specimen (gauge section of length 30 mm, width 13.4 mm
and thickness 1 mm). The stress versus strain responses of
three nominally identical brass specimens were identical to
within a few percent, and a representative uniaxial stress
versus strain response is given in Fig. 2. The average
modulus, 0.1% offset yield strength and ultimate tensile
strength were 76 GPa, 200 MPa and 386 MPa, respectively,
while the elongation to failure was 12%. The measured
uniaxial stress–strain response has been curve-ﬁtted by the
piecewise linear–power law hardening relation
(
e=ey for epey ;
s
¼
(1)
n
ðe=e
for e4ey ;
Y
yÞ
where n is the hardening index, and Y and ey are the
uniaxial yield strength and yield strain, respectively. The
power law relation (1) adequately predicts the measured
stress–strain response for the choice n ¼ 0:2, Y ¼ 200 MPa
and ey ¼ 0:3%, as shown by the curve ﬁt in Fig. 2.
Conical frusta were machined from a brass rod of
diameter 50 mm. The top of each frustum has an extended
solid rod of diameter 2a ( ¼ 10 mm) to allow for application of a shear force, while the base of each frustum was
machined into a cylindrical tube (see Fig. 3). It is
emphasised that the top solid rod, the frustum and the
cylindrical tube were machined as a single unit. The test
arrangement was such that the frustum was subjected to a
shear displacement u1 parallel to the x1 axis, with zero axial
500
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Fig. 1. A schematic of a conical frustum subjected to transverse shear load
S parallel to the co-ordinate axis x1 and to normal load F parallel to the
co-ordinate axis x3. u1, u2 and u3 are displacements along the Cartesian
axes x1, x2 and x3, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Measured uniaxial stress versus strain response of the test material,
60/40 brass, and a power-law idealised response with yield strain
ey ¼ 0.3%, initial ﬂow stress Y ¼ 200 MPa and strain hardening index
n ¼ 0:2.
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nominal thickness of the cones was t ¼ 0.3 and 0.5 mm. All
specimens had a top radius a ¼ 5 mm and a height
h ¼ 10 mm. Attempts were made to machine conical frusta
with a wall thickness below 0.3 mm, but these were not
successful because the frusta failed by local buckling during
the machining operation. Table 1 contains a summary of
the specimen geometries employed.
2.2. Measured collapse response in shear

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional geometry (not to scale) of a conical frustum
subjected to shear load S and normal load F, as used in the experiment. All
dimensions are in millimetres.

The measured shear force versus displacement responses
are shown in Fig. 5. The initial elastic response is followed
by a strain hardening plastic behaviour and then by plastic
buckling in the vicinity of peak load, as indicated by an
arrow in the respective force versus displacement curves of
Fig. 5. An appreciation of the buckling mode is given by
photographs of the diametral sections of the tested
specimens, as shown in Fig. 6(a) for the choice t ¼ 0.5 mm,
o ¼ 451 and in Fig. 6(b) for t ¼ 0.5 mm, o ¼ 601. In the
post-buckling regime, the conical portion opposite the
buckled zone undergoes tensile stretching as shown in Figs.
6(a) and 6(b). The tests were terminated at the onset of
tearing. Both the buckling load and the shear displacement
at the onset of tearing increase with increasing wall
thickness, see Table 1. In contrast, with increasing cone
angle, the buckling load decreases while the displacement
at tear initiation increases.
3. Numerical simulations

Fig. 4. The loading arrangement used in the shear tests on conical frusta;
x1, x2 and x3 are the Cartesian co-ordinate axes used to describe the
applied loads and the deformation of the frusta.

force parallel to the x3 axis and full constraint against
rotation of the ends of the frustum about the x2 axis; these
co-ordinate axes are deﬁned in both Figs. 1 and 4. The
cylindrical tube at the base of each frustum was externally
threaded (M45  10 mm) in order to screw the base of the
specimen into an internally threaded steel extension tube,
as shown by the assemblage of specimen and grips in
Fig. 4. In turn, the steel extension tube was allowed to slide
freely on a steel spigot, and the spigot was clamped to the
bed of the screw-driven test machine, see Fig. 4. The top of
the frustum was loaded transversely by the moving
crosshead of the test machine using a clevis pin.
The shear tests were performed at a displacement rate of
0.017 mm s1, and both the crosshead displacement and the
load were continuously recorded using a data logger. Two
cone angles were considered, o ¼ 451 and 601, and the

A 3D ﬁnite element analysis of the deformation response
of conical frusta subjected to shear loading was carried out
using the ﬁnite element package ABAQUS Standard [15].
The as-machined local shape at the junction of the ﬂat top
of diameter 2a and the conical portion of the frustum was
given a ﬁllet of radius 2 mm, as measured by Deshpande
and Fleck [13]. In all cases the top of the frusta was closed
and ﬂat, with a radius of a ¼ 5 mm and a height
h ¼ 10 mm. Each frustum was modelled by 2088 fournoded shell elements (S4 in ABAQUS). The base of the
frusta was fully constrained against lateral motion and
rotation, while the top of the frusta was constrained
against rotation about any axis, and against lateral motion
u2 parallel to the x2 axis; recall that the co-ordinate system
has already been deﬁned in Fig. 1. The shear response was
determined by prescribing a shear displacement u1 to all
nodes of the frusta top, with unconstrained axial motion u3
of the ﬂat top. J2 ﬂow theory was employed, with isotropic
hardening for an elastic/power-law hardening solid. The
Poisson’s ratio as taken as n ¼ 0:3, and the yield strain was
held ﬁxed at ey ¼ 0:3%. First, we present results for a
material with a hardening index n ¼ 0:2 and yield strength
Y ¼ 200 MPa, representative of that for brass. The
sensitivity of the collapse response to the hardening index
n was subsequently examined for selected geometries.
Numerical stability and the removal of a plastic
bifurcation was assured by imposing a small initial
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Table 1
Specimen geometry, measured buckling load, and shear displacement at the initiation of tearing for the conical frusta
Cone angle
(o, deg)

Sample code

b (mm)

a (mm)

h (mm)

t (mm)

a=h

a=t

Buckling load
(kN)

Displacement at
tearing (mm)

45
45
45
45
60
60
60

S1
S2
S2
S4
S5
S6
S7

15
15
15
15
10.8
10.8
10.8

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

16.7
16.7
10.0
10.0
16.7
16.7
10.0

2.12
2.10
4.50
3.03
1.92
2.20
2.96

1.79
2.42
2.03
3.06
2.64
1.58
3.43

6
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Shear force, S (kN)

Shear force, S (kN)
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Exp.
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Fig. 5. Measured and predicted shear force, S, versus displacement, u1, response for conical frusta made from brass and of height h ¼ 10 mm. (a) Wall
thickness t ¼ 0.3 mm and cone angle o ¼ 451, (b) t ¼ 0.3 mm and o ¼ 601, (c) t ¼ 0.5 mm and o ¼ 451, and (d) t ¼ 0.5 mm and o ¼ 601. The arrows on
the measured response indicate the onset of plastic buckling.

Fig. 6. The cross-section of the measured collapsed mode of conical frusta tested in shear for a conical angle of (a) o ¼ 451 and (b) o ¼ 601, and the
corresponding ﬁnite element predicted collapsed mode for (c) o ¼ 451 and (d) o ¼ 601. All the specimens shown have a wall thickness of t ¼ 0.5 mm,
height h ¼ 10 mm and ﬂat top radius of a ¼ 5 mm.
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geometric imperfection to the initial shape, as follows. A
preliminary elastic buckling analysis was used to deﬁne the
initial imperfection: it is well known that imperfections
based upon elastic buckling modes are useful for the
analysis of plastic buckling of structure, see for example
Athiannan and Palaninathan [12]. A representative eigenmode used for the shape of the imperfection is given in
Fig. 7(a); it relates to a frustum of geometry o ¼ 451,
a/t ¼ 10 and a/h ¼ 0.5. A nonlinear ﬁnite element analysis
of the imperfect frusta was then performed using the
Riks algorithm and the elastic/power-law hardening
response (1).
The sensitivity of the shear response to the magnitude of
imperfection is shown in Fig. 7(b) for a frustum of
geometry o ¼ 451, a/h ¼ 0.5 and t ¼ 0.5 mm, and made
from an elastic/power-law hardening solid of yield strain
ey ¼ 0.3%, yield strength Y ¼ 200 MPa and hardening

(a)
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S/(Yta)
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4

No imperfection
Max. imperfection = 0.1t

2

Max. imperfection = 1t
0

(b)

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

u1 /h

Fig. 7. (a) The eigenmode shape used for introducing geometric
imperfection to the conical frusta loaded in shear. (b) Effect of the
magnitude of geometric imperfection on the shear force, S, versus
displacement, u1, response of a conical frustum with cone angle o ¼ 451
and wall thickness t ¼ 0.5 mm, and made from a power-law hardening
solid with yield strain ey ¼ 0.3% and hardening index n ¼ 0.2. The shear
force has been normalised by Yta where Y ( ¼ 200 MPa) is the yield
strength of the solid, and the displacement has been normalised by the
height h ( ¼ 10 mm).

803

index n ¼ 0.2. The shear force S has been normalised by
Yta where t is the wall thickness and a ( ¼ 5 mm) is the
outer radius of the top of the frustum. The shear
displacement u1 has been normalised by the height h. Note
that the shear response is relatively insensitive to the
magnitude of initial geometric imperfection provided
the maximum transverse displacement associated with the
imperfection is less than the wall thickness: the shear
buckling load for a frustum containing an imperfection
equal to the wall thickness is only 15% below that for a
perfect frustum. A similar level of sensitivity to the
magnitude of imperfection on the shear collapse load has
been observed experimentally for circular cylindrical shells
[10,12]. Galletly and Blachut [10] measured the shearbuckling load for steel circular cylinders, and then repeated
the test on the buckled specimens by reversing the direction
of loading. The shear-buckling load for the second test was
only 10% lower than that from the ﬁrst test. Athiannan
and Palaninathan [12] carefully measured the magnitude
and location of the geometric imperfection in circular
cylindrical shells prior to conducting a transverse shear
test. Their experimental results showed that the magnitude
of geometric imperfection has a marginal effect upon the
shear collapse load for imperfections on the order of three
times the wall thickness of the cylinder. In the present
study, the maximum transverse distortion in shape
associated with the imperfection was chosen to be 10%
of the wall thickness for all conical frusta subjected to shear
loading.
The predicted shear force versus shear displacement
response is included in Fig. 5 for a conical frustum of
wall thickness t ¼ 0.3 and 0.5 mm. The numerical
results shown in Fig. 5 are for elastic/power-hardening
solid with material parameters identical to those experimentally determined for the brass material: ey ¼ 0.3%,
Y ¼ 200 MPa and n ¼ 0.2. The predicted response is
signiﬁcantly stiffer than the measured response due to
unavoidable slop in the test ﬁxture (see Fig. 4). Similar
discrepancies between the measured and predicted stiffness
has been reported for the compressive response of egg-box
material made from an array of conical frusta, see Zupan et
al. [14]. Both the measured and predicted shear force versus
displacement responses of the brass conical frusta show an
initial peak, corresponding to the initiation of plastic
buckling, accompanied by a subsequent drop in load in the
post-buckling regime.
The predicted dependence of the normalised initial peak
shear force, Smax/(Yta), upon the normalised wall thickness, t/a, is in reasonable agreement with the measured
response, see Fig. 8. It is evident that the peak load
increases with increasing relative wall thickness, t/a, and
with decreasing cone angle o.
For comparison purposes, the buckling mode predicted
by the ﬁnite element simulations is included in Figs. 6(c)
and (d) for frusta with wall thickness t ¼ 0.5 mm, a/h ¼ 0.5
and cone angle o ¼ 451 (Fig. 6(c)) and o ¼ 601 (Fig. 6(d)).
Recall that h is the height of the frustum and a is the radius
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the measured and predicted initial maximum shear
force Smax versus wall thickness t, for conical frusta with a ﬂat top radius
a ¼ 5 mm. The maximum shear force has been normalised by Yta where Y
( ¼ 200 MPa) is the uniaxial yield strength of the material, while the
thickness has been normalised by the top radius a. The ﬁnite element
results are for a power-law hardening solid with a yield strain of 0.3% and
strain hardening index n ¼ 0:2.

Fig. 9. The effect of strain hardening index n on the shear force versus
displacement response for conical frusta with ﬂat top radius a ¼ 5 mm,
height h ¼ 10 mm and cone angle o ¼ 451. The shear force has been
normalised by Yta where Y is the initial uniaxial ﬂow stress of the
material, while the displacement has been normalised by the height h.
The numerical results are for a power-law hardening solid with a yield
strain of 0.3%.

of the ﬂat top; a ¼ 5 mm in all cases considered. The
predicted buckling mode is similar to the experimentally
observed buckling mode (recall Figs. 6(a) and (b)). In the
post-buckling regime a crease develops, and signiﬁcant
stretching occurs in the conical portion behind the plastic
hinge. This leads to the observed tearing, as shown in
Figs. 6(a) and (b).
The role of the hardening index n upon the shear collapse
response of a conical frustum is examined using the ﬁnite
element method. The frustum considered has a top radius
a ¼ 5 mm, height h ¼ 10 mm, cone angle o ¼ 451 and wall
thickness t/a ¼ 0.1. The uniaxial stress–strain response of
the material is given by the elastic/power-law relation (1)
with Poisson’s ratio n ¼ 0:3, yield strain ey ¼ 0.3%, and the
strain hardening index n is given selected values in the
range 0pnp0:2. J2 ﬂow theory with isotropic hardening
was assumed and a geometric imperfection in the shape
of the linear buckling mode shown in Fig. 7(a) was imposed
on the perfect frustum; the maximum transverse displacement of the imperfection was taken as 10% of the
wall thickness. The predicted normalised shear force
versus shear displacement response is shown in Fig. 9.
The shear force versus shear displacement response is
qualitatively similar for all values of the hardening index n
considered: an initial elastic response is followed by a
strain hardening plastic behaviour and then by plastic
buckling in the vicinity of peak load. The shear collapse
load (i.e. the ﬁrst peak force) increases with increasing
value of the strain hardening index, n; for example, the
normalised shear collapse force for n ¼ 0:2 (appropriate
for brass) is about 75% greater than that for an elasticideally plastic solid (n ¼ 0). The collapse mode for all
values of n considered is qualitatively similar to that shown
in Fig. 6 for n ¼ 0.2.

4. Implications for egg-box material
4.1. Description of the geometry
The shear force versus displacement response of conical
frusta can be used to deduce the collapse response and
energy absorption characteristics of an egg-box material.
Consider an egg-box material of depth 2h made from a
metal sheet of thickness t, as sketched in Fig. 10. The eggbox geometry can be approximated by a square array of
conical frusta and adjacent inverted frusta, each with top
diameter 2a, cone angle o and height h. The unit cell for
each frustum is assumed to have a height 2h and a square
base of side (2a+2h cot o). The relative density, r̄, of the
egg-box material, deﬁned as the ratio of the density of the
egg-box material to the density of the solid material from
which it is made, is given by
"
#
p ā2 t̄2 sin o þ 2āt̄ þ cot o
r̄ ¼ t̄
,
(2)
8
sin oðāt̄ þ cot oÞ2
where ā ¼ a=t and t̄ ¼ t=h.
Each unit cell of the egg-box consists of a conical
frustum, and the average shear stress, t, and normal stress,
s, on the face of the egg-box material subjected to a shear
force S parallel to the x1 axis, and to a normal force F
parallel to the x3 axis are given by
t¼

S
4ða þ h cot oÞ2

(3)

F
,
4ða þ h cot oÞ2

(4)

and
s¼
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(a)
6

4

-F/(Yta)

Fig. 10. Sketch of egg-box material. It comprises an arrangement of frusta
and inverted frusta, each of height h. xj (j ¼ 1, 3) are Cartesian co-ordinate
axes used to describe the geometry and the deformation.

0

(b)

4.2. Numerical simulations of egg-box panel
The ﬁnite element simulation for frusta subjected to
transverse shear loading was repeated for an elastic-ideally
plastic solid with yield strain of 0.3% and Poisson’s ratio of
0.3 using the same geometry, ﬁnite element mesh,
boundary conditions and initial geometric imperfection as
described in Section 3 for an elastic/power-law hardening
solid.
For completeness, the simulation was repeated for frusta
made from an elastic/ideally plastic solid (with yield strain
of 0.3% and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3) and subjected to axial
loading parallel to the x3 axis. In this case, the base of each
frustum was constrained against lateral displacement and
rotation. The boundary conditions on the top face of the
frustum represented a rigid platen bonded to the top face,
with a prescribed axial displacement u3, and zero radial
motion. To mimic this in the ﬁnite element simulations, all
nodes on the top face of each frustum shared the prescribed
axial displacement u3, with full radial constraint, i.e.
u21 þ u22 ¼ 0. Frictionless contact between the loading
platen and the inclined wall of the conical frustum was
included in the analysis. These boundary conditions are
consistent with those for egg-box panel with bonded face
sheets as considered by Zupan et al. [14]. A geometric
imperfection was introduced using an axisymmetric eigenmode obtained from a linear perturbation analysis; a
typical mode shape is shown in Fig. 11(a) for a frustum
with o ¼ 451, a=t ¼ 10 and a=h ¼ 0:5. The axisymmetric

No imperfection
Max. imperfection = 0.1t
Max. imperfection = 0.5t
Max. imperfection = 1t

2

where xj (j ¼ 1, 3) are the Cartesian axes shown in Fig. 10.
The nominal shear strain and normal strain are g ¼ u1/h
and e ¼ u3/h, where 2u1 and 2u3 are the macroscopic shear
and normal displacements, respectively, across the faces of
the egg-box.

0

0.04

-u3 /h

0.08

0.12

Fig. 11. (a) The eigenmode shape used for introducing geometric
imperfection to the conical frusta subjected to compressive normal load.
(b) Effect of the magnitude of geometric imperfection on the normal force,
F, versus displacement, u3, response of a conical frustum with cone angle
o ¼ 451 and wall thickness t ¼ 0.5 mm, and made from an elastic/ideally
plastic solid with yield strain ey ¼ 0.3%. The normal force has been
normalised by Yta where Y is the yield strength of the solid, and the
displacement has been normalised by the height h ( ¼ 10 mm).

mode shape shown in Fig. 11(a) is similar to the
experimentally observed plastic collapse mode for metallic
conical frusta subjected to compressive normal load, see for
example Deshpande and Fleck [13], Mamalis et al. [2],
Mamalis and Johnson [16] and Zupan et al. [14]. The effect
of the magnitude of imperfection on the normalised
compressive force versus normalised axial displacement
response is shown in Fig. 11(b). In contrast to the shearbuckling load, the normal compressive collapse load is
sensitive to the magnitude of geometric imperfection.
Consider an imperfection such that the maximum transverse distortion is 10% of the wall thickness; then, the
normal collapse load is almost equal to that for a perfect
frustum. In contrast, the collapse load when the imperfection is 100% of the wall thickness is about 55% that for a
perfect frustum. The maximum transverse distortion
associated with the imperfection was chosen to be 10%
of the wall thickness for all cases of the conical frusta
subjected to normal loading considered in this study.
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4.3. Stress versus strain response of an egg-box panel
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Fig. 13. Normalised modulus versus relative density for an egg-box panel
made from an elastic/ideally plastic solid.

buckling starting near the narrow end of the frustum.
The oscillations in s (see Fig. 12(b)) indicate the successive
initiation of axisymmetric folds (occurring at peak stress)
and then contact between the sides of the fold (at each
trough). Similar oscillations in the s versus e response have
been observed by Zupan et al. [14] in their compressive
tests on aluminium alloy egg-box panels with well-bonded
face sheets, and by Mamalis et al. [2] in their quasi-static
compression tests of aluminium alloy and low-carbon steel
frusta.
The effective shear modulus G/Es and through-thickness
Young’s modulus E/Es of the egg-box material are plotted
as a function of the relative density in Fig. 13 where Es
denotes the Young’s modulus of the solid. The effective
shear modulus of the egg-box material has a negligible
sensitivity to the cone angle in the range o ¼ 4512601.
However, the effective Young’s modulus E increases with
increasing o. Both G and E scale linearly with relative
density r̄, consistent with the fact that the frusta deform in
a stretching rather than in a bending mode.
4.4. Energy absorption characteristics of an egg-box panel
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The predicted shear stress t versus shear strain g, and
normal stress s versus normal strain e, responses of the eggbox material made from an elastic/ideally plastic solid are
shown in Fig. 12 for a relative density in the range
0:005pr̄p0:052. The stresses are normalised by the yield
strength Y of the solid and are plotted on a logarithmic
scale due to the wide range in strengths. The t versus g
response and the collapse mode shape for the elastic/ideally
plastic solid are qualitatively similar to the corresponding
shear force versus shear displacement response for an
elastic/power-law hardening solid. The predicted shear
stress versus shear strain response show an initial peak,
corresponding to the initiation of plastic buckling, accompanied by a subsequent drop in load in the post-buckling
regime.
Axial compressive loading leads to axisymmetric progressive crushing of the frustum, with axisymmetric

G/Es, ω = 45°

0.2

0.4

0.6

−ε

Fig. 12. (a) Shear stress, t, versus shear strain, g, and (b) normal stress, s,
versus normal strain, e, for an egg-box material with a ﬂat top of radius a
and a wall thickness t, for relative density in the range 0:005pr̄p0:052.
The stresses have been normalised by the uniaxial yield strength Y of the
material. The results are for egg-box panel made from an elastic/ideally
plastic solid.

The predicted energy absorbed per unit-enclosed volume
of the egg-box material is determined from the area under
the macroscopic nominal stress versus nominal strain curve
up to a given level of strain. For axial compressive loading,
the predictions shown in Fig. 12(b) suggest that densiﬁcation occurs at a nominal strain of about e ¼ 0:6, and so
the absorbed energy is deﬁned at a nominal strain of
e ¼ 0:6. Now consider the shear response. For the range
of relative density considered ð0:005pr̄p0:25Þ, the conical
portion behind the plastic hinge undergoes ductile tearing
at a nominal shear strain gð¼ u1 =hÞ of between 0.1 and 0.4
(recall the experimentally determined shear force versus
shear displacement response shown in Fig. 5; the tests were
terminated at the onset of tearing). The predicted energy
absorbed by the egg-box material in shear is thereby
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Initial Peak Stress/Yield Stress

deﬁned at a shear strain of g ¼ 0:1 and 0:4. The predicted
values of initial peak stress and the absorbed energy per
unit volume, both normalised by the yield stress of the
material, are shown as a function of the relative density in
Fig. 14. There is a negligible effect of the cone angle o (for
o ¼ 451 and 601) upon the normalised maximum shear
stress versus relative density response, while the normalised
maximum normal stress at a given relative density is
slightly greater for o ¼ 601 than for 451. Also, the
maximum shear stress at a given relative density is
comparable to the maximum normal stress. Both the shear
strength and the through-thickness collapse strength scale
linearly with the relative density. On a practical note, eggbox panels are typically bonded to face sheets, and face
sheets may debond at stress levels well below the maximum
shear stress at which plastic buckling of the egg-box panel
occurs. Careful consideration must be given to the
attachment of the face sheets to a metallic egg-box panel
in order to ensure maximum energy absorption.
For both shear and normal loadings, there is a negligible
effect of the magnitude of the cone angle o upon the energy
absorbed by the egg-box material, see Fig. 14(b). We ﬁnd
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that the energy absorbed per unit volume of the egg-box
material subjected to normal loading up to e ¼ 0:6 is
comparable to that absorbed by an egg-box material
subjected to shear loading up to a shear strain of g ¼ 0:4.
4.5. Collapse surface of an egg-box panel
The collapse surface of an egg-box panel made from an
elastic-ideally plastic material and subjected to a combination of remote shear and normal loading was also
determined. Finite element analysis of the conical frustum
has been performed with proportional loading in displacement space. Selected combinations of shear displacement,
u1, and normal displacement, u3, were applied over the
range 0pFpp, where F ¼ tan1(u1/u3). The limit F ¼ 0
corresponds to purely tensile straining while F ¼ p=2
corresponds to shear loading with no axial displacement.
No geometric imperfection was used in the analysis
involving combined normal and shear loading, and the
initial peak values of shear and normal loads in the plastic
collapse of the frustum were used to determine the collapse
stresses for an egg-box material. Recall that the normal and
shear collapse loads for a ‘‘perfect’’ frustum are not
signiﬁcantly different from the corresponding values for a
frustum containing an initial geometric imperfection with a
transverse displacement of 0.1t, where t is the wall
thickness, see Figs. 7(b) and 11(b).
The resulting collapse surface for an egg-box material of
r̄ ¼ 0:027 is shown in Fig. 15 in st space (only for tX0).
For combined compressive normal and transverse
shear loading, the buckling mode is a combination of
axisymmetric buckling associated with the normal load
(Fig. 11(a)) and the buckling mode associated with
transverse shear (see Fig. 7(a)). However, for combined
tensile normal and shear loading, the mode is a combination of stretching in the axial direction and the buckling
mode associated with shear loading. Note that the collapse
surface is almost circular in shape and is symmetric about
both the t ¼ 0 and s ¼ 0 axes. Thus, the magnitude of the
collapse load for compressive normal loading is equal to
that for normal tension suggesting that buckling and
plastic yielding occur almost simultaneously in the frustum.
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Fig. 14. (a) Initial peak shear stress versus relative density, and (b) energy
absorption per unit volume versus relative density of egg-box panel made
from an elastic/ideally plastic solid.
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Fig. 15. The collapse surface for an egg-box material of relative density
r̄ ¼ 0:027.
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The plastic collapse surface for a conical frustum shown
in Fig. 15 is qualitatively similar to that for a circular
cylindrical shell. The plastic collapse shear stress for a
circular cylindrical shell subjected to a combined macroscopic axial stress s and shear stress t has been shown to
depend on the magnitude and not on the sign of s=t, in the
range 1ps=tp1 [17]. Further, the measured plastic shear
collapse load of a circular cylinder, subjected to transverse
shear with axial constraint (equivalent to a combination of
axial tension and transverse shear), is lower than the shear
collapse load without axial constraint [12]; this is consistent
with the collapse surface results for egg-box panel as
presented in Fig. 15.
5. Concluding remarks
The response of conical frusta to shear loading has been
determined by a combination of experiments and ﬁnite
element simulations. The shear collapse load is weakly
dependent on the magnitude of geometric imperfection
while the collapse load under normal compressive loading
is very sensitive to the magnitude of imperfection. The peak
shear load on a conical frustum decreases with increasing
cone angle, whereas it increases with increasing wall
thickness of the frustum. The energy absorption in shear
is limited by the onset of sheet necking in the wall of the
frustum; loading beyond the initiation of plastic buckling
results in signiﬁcant stretching of the conical portion of the
frustum and to tensile tearing of the material.
Finite element analysis of a conical frustum made from
an elastic/ideally plastic solid and subjected to a combination of shear and normal (i.e. axial) loads has been carried
out and the results used to predict the collapse response
and energy absorption characteristics of an egg-box panel
comprising an array of conical frusta. The shear strength
and through-thickness collapse strength of the egg-box are
comparable, and scale linearly with the relative density.
The collapse surface in stress space has been determined for
an egg-box panel subjected to a combination of shear and
normal loading; the collapse surface is almost circular in
shape.
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